
Aztec  Group  celebrates  new
beginnings at IFC6 
Aztec Group is delighted to announce its relocation to IFC6, the latest
addition to the prestigious International Finance Centre (IFC).

Occupying  nearly  75%  of  the  state-of-the-art,  68,000  sq.ft.  Grade  A  office
building,  Aztec  Group  has  established  its  new  home  directly  west  of  IFC5,
alongside the newly expanded Trenton Square.

Aztec Group Head of Jersey, Simon King, said: “We are excited to embark on this
new chapter at Aztec. Our rapid growth to a robust team of almost 600 in Jersey
necessitated  a  move  to  a  modern  office  that  aligns  with  our  dynamic  and
collaborative work culture. Our deep-rooted local heritage and the reputation
we’ve cultivated over the years are mirrored in our choice of this landmark space,
signifying  our  commitment  to  the  Island  as  we  continue  to  expand  our
international footprint.

“I’d just like to take this opportunity to thank the many people who have worked
tirelessly on this build project to enable us to call in the new year in our new
space – it truly has been a team effort!”

The  construction  of  IFC6,  a  project  that  has  been  eagerly  anticipated,  was
executed by local contractor Rok Regal Construction, with funding provided by
HSBC. The IFC buildings are synonymous with ‘super prime’  Grade A office
spaces, setting a new standard for flagship office environments. They offer high-
quality, adaptable, and sustainable workspaces, with the added benefit of natural
light on all sides, enhancing employee well-being.

Aztec Group remains committed to flexible working arrangements for its team
members, while also recognising the value of a thoughtfully designed office hub
that fosters professional collaboration and social interaction.

Aztec Group Chief Executive Officer, Kathryn Purves, said: “We are delighted to
welcome our team members to our new home at IFC6, a world-class office space
that  reflects  our vision and values as  a  leading fund and corporate services
provider. The space has been designed with our people in mind, to support their
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wellbeing, collaboration and creativity. We are grateful for our loyal clients and
partners, who have enabled us to grow and thrive in Jersey’s dynamic financial
sector, and we look forward to growing further in this vibrant and innovative
environment.”


